
 

NEW KC 3” LZR CUBE 
COMPACT HIGH PERFORMANCE LED LIGHT 

 

The new KC LZR Series CUBE is a compact 4-LED light that packs an 

extremely bright spot beam pattern rated at 2,600 lumens. The 

unprecedented performance of these lights is accomplished by 

increasing lumen output up to 20% more than comparable lights while 

providing a single die LED point source for precise optical control. The 

CUBE utilizes four 5-watt Cree® XLamp® XP-G LEDs, giving it a 

maximum power draw of only 20-watts.  They also feature a 5,000K 

color temperature and 50,000 hour life. The KC CUBE is extremely 

compact featuring a 3” square face and measuring only 3.25” in depth. 

 

http://fallads.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b2b3d78a2ea21b960d48e2b30&id=0d02369fab&e=90934f9cf5


 

The CUBE features a lightweight IP68 rated sealed aluminum die-cast 

housing utilizing KC's signature thermal-efficient turbine air-cooled fin 

design. With its polycarbonate lens and waterproof wiring connectors 

integrated into the housing, the CUBE is impenetrable to dust and 

water and extremely impact and vibration resistant. The LZR CUBE 

also features on-board thermal management and is protected against 

RFI/EMC interference.  

 

For high res images, contact: russt@fallads.com 

The KC CUBE is available individually (Part #1310) or in pair packs 

(Part #310) that include two lights and complete wiring kit. The CUBE 

is also available in a flush mount model (Part #1311) that is ideal for 

recessed mounting into flat surfaces like aftermarket bumpers. 

  

KC’s LZR Series of LED lights also includes a 4” round 6-LED model 

as well as 10", 20", 30", 40" and 50" LED light bars. 
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For more information on the new KC LZR CUBE LED and the entire 

line of premium KC auxiliary lighting products and accessories, 

contact: 

 

KC HiLiTES 

2843 West Avenida De Luces 

Williams, AZ 86046 

(928) 635-2607 

www.kchilites.com  

 

About KC HiLiTES 

KC HiLiTES has been pioneering higher quality lighting for the 

enthusiast market since 1970. Since the beginning, KC’s involvement 

with motorsports has been critical to the process of designing, 

engineering and manufacturing the most advanced auxiliary lighting 

available. Inside and out, KC has never accepted anything less than 

the highest quality materials and workmanship for their products. It is 

this absolute commitment to total quality that allows KC to back every 

KC product with their industry leading 23-year warranty. 
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